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Abstract 
 
This collection of 105, mostly large, pieces of ironwork were, so far 
as can be ascertained, all salvaged during the destruction of the Pen-
y-waun pithead, discovered largely intact beneath overburden at the 
Ffos-y-fran opencast coal mine. 
 
The assemblage included several large components of the winding 
gear, including one sheave wheel from the headframe (which was 
probably also presented by several pieces of timber strapping), both 
winding drums and a large drive shaft. The boiler(s) were presented 
by the cast iron supports from the firebox, as well as various other 
iron beams and a single piece of boiler plate. There were no 
fragments of the engine that would have driven the winding gear. 
Large trapezoidal cast iron plates may also have been from the 
firebox area of the boilers. 
 
Numerous cast iron pipes of various sizes may have derived from 
both the pumping system and the water-supply for the boilers. 
 
Artefacts associated with transport included several wrought iron 
plates for plateways, but no appropriate sills or chairs. These 
resemble material probably of the third quarter of the 19th century 
from elsewhere in Merthyr Tydfil. A single wrought iron dram spine 
might be of a similar age. Several examples of pressed steel sills 
were recovered; these would have been employed for flat-bottomed 
rail, of which two lengths were found. The steel sills resemble 
examples from the Cyfarthfa coke works, of late 19th or earliest 20th 
century date. An edge rail dram was also present, the only example 
so far recorded from the Ffos-y-fran project. A single short section of 
medium-sized bridge rail was present (likely to be mid-19th century 
and possibly from the Cwmbargoed Coal Road), as were several 
sections of bullhead rail.  
 
At least some of the bullhead rail appears to have been employed in 
a structural role, for tips of rails were found supported within 
substantial mounting plates. Other wall plates were found with tie 
bars secured by large cotter plates. The structural wall plates and tie 
bars were probably from the pit head buildings, but their significance 
may be better appreciated from a careful study of the photographic 
evidence for the buildings prior to their destruction. 
 
There were very few smaller objects, with a large mandrel the only 
tool found. 
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Methods 
All materials were examined visually on the heap of 
debris removed from the Pen-y-waun Fawr site and 
deposit close to the washery. The dump of material 
was spread slightly by machine prior to inspection, but 
most of the large items could not be turned during 
examination and in some cases the observations are 
limited by the extent to which the object was 
concealed. 
 
Examination of the material was undertaken in three 
stages: the sheave wheel was examined in December 
2015, the majority of the material in July 2016, and the 
dram in April 2017. 
 
The catalogue of examined materials is provided in 
Table 1, with significant items illustrated.  
 
This project was commissioned by Richard Lewis, of 
the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust. The 
inspection of the materials was facilitated by Liz 
Dunning and Georgina Taubman of Miller Argent. 
 
In addition to this report, GeoArch holds a 
photographic record of all the specimens as examined. 
 
 
 
 

Notes on Catalogue 
 

WINDING 

Winding gear 

1, Sheave wheel, Figure 1 a-e. 
2, Winding drum #1, Figure 2 a-c. 
3, Winding drum #2, Figure 2 d. 
 
The pieces of the winding drums and sheave wheel 
are all of a fairly ‘generic’ late 19th to 20th century 
design, and none bears a maker’s mark. 

Mechanical components from winder? 

4, drive shaft, Figure 2 e 
5, bearing mount?, Figure 2 f. 
 
These two components may be part of the drive 
mechanism for the winder. The drive shaft bears three 
toothed sections, presumably keying for attached 
wheels. There is insufficient evidence from this piece 
to indicate its precise use. The bearing mount might 
have been either from the ground-level system or, less 
likely, from the headframe (as a mount for a sheave 
wheel). 
 
 
 

BOILER 

Firebox supports 

6, firebox/boiler support #1, Figure 3a. 
7, firebox/boiler support #2, Figure 3b. 
8, firebox/boiler support #3, Figure 3c. 
9, firebox/boiler support #4, Figure 3d. 
10, firebox/boiler support #5, Figure 3e. 
  
These five substantial frames present a strengthened 
floor, with rising lateral supports, embedded in 
brickwork. Only one of the five presents strong 
evidence for heat alteration of the brickwork. 

Cast iron frames for firebox doors 

11, grating #1, Figure 3f. 
12, grating fragment #2 
13, grating fragment #3 
14, grating fragment #4 
15, grating fragment #5 
16, grating fragment #6 
17, grating fragment #7 
 
These seven pieces are all of ladder-shaped cast iron 
gratings, designed to support brickwork. Their overall 
length, 2.27m, is similar to that of the firebox supports, 
nos 6-10 (although these all have different lengths). 
Their overall shape matches the imaged form of the 
boiler firebox fronts. That there are probably four of 
these frames suggests a pair formed the front of each 
firebox. None of the frames showed any mounting for 
firebox doors. 

Boiler plate 

18, boiler plate #1 
 
A single fragment of boiler plate the only piece of boiler 
in the collection. The laserscan images of the remains 
suggest that the boilers had been removed, although 
the fireboxes remained in-situ. It is not known if this 
piece of boiler plate was from one of the Pen-y-waun 
Fawr boilers or was a coincidental piece of detritus. 
 
 

TRANSPORT 

Dram 

19, dram, Figure 4a-d, Figure 5. 
 
A single example of a dram, designated as a new type, 
Type 9. Many details of the dram were unclear, 
because of damage to one end and heavy accretion to 
the lower part. The dram was recovered from below 
the firebox of one of the boilers. A role as a clinker 
dram us supported by the swinging panel forming the 
surviving end, which would facilitate easy dumping. 
The dram was fabricated largely from wrought iron and 
it is quite possible that the wheels for edge rail with 
which the dram was fitted were not necessarily the 
original wheels (such a dram could also function of 
plateway).  
 
The dram differs from previous drams recovered from 
the site in being longer (an overall length of 1960mm), 
in being equipped for edge rail, in having an opening 
end panel, and in having a fairly straight-sided profile. 
It may also differ in having the pairs of axle bushes on 
each side cast as a single component (although 
accretion prevents certainty). It resembles the 
previously-recorded Type 6 dram most closely, with 
tubular bushes below plates with a recess to carry the 
lateral strapping.  
 
A drawing of coal drams (DGP1-128) from the Dowlais 
works, dated June 27th 1853, shows drams with some 
structural features in common with the present material 
(e.g. the number of transverse straps and the form of 
the bush castings) that are very similar to the present 
material, even if the dram bodies were of a different 
design and for a quite different purpose. 
 
The missing end of the dram is shown, albeit badly 
damaged, in photographs taken before removal to the 
Washery and it appears to show the upper rim of 
gunnel iron passing across the top of a closed end. 
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Dram spine 

20, spine #1 
  
A single dram spine 1480mm long with rivet holes for 
four sets of transverse strapping, would be compatible 
with an origin in a Type 8, of the updated classification 
of drams from Ffos-y-fran (Young 2016, 11-12). This is 
a typologically late variety of dram for the Ffos-y-fran 
workings, and like the wrought iron plates described 
below, interpreted approximately to be of the third 
quarter of the 19th century. 

Wrought iron plateway plates 

21, plate #1 
22, plate #2 
23, plate #3 
24, plate #4 
 
Wrought iron plates were not in common use in the 
Merthyr Tydfil area until late in the period of use of 
plateways. Overton (1825) mentions them as ‘recently 
introduced’, but they appear to have been little used 
until at least the 1840s. When the Penydarren 
materials were assessed in 1859, the underground 
workings contained just 12% (by length) wrought iron 
plates out of the total of 25000yds. The wrought iron 
plates were, however, valued at £45/yard as opposed 
to £3/yard for the heavier cast iron varieties (GRO D/D 
G/E8/127). They occurred at Ynysfach Ironworks, 
probably late in the development of the works for lines 
with long straight runs. 

Re-railing plate 

25, re-railing plate #1 
 
This fragment of ridge plate bears a short length of 
curved ridge, but this is rather more marked than on 
other fragments of re-railing plates from Merthyr. The 
fragment is small, therefore interpretation as a re-
railing plate is tentative, particularly given the 
abundance of fragments of structural ironwork in in this 
collection that bears strengthening ridges (albeit 
straight ones). 

Pressed steel sills 

26, steel sill #1, Figure 4e. 
27, steel sill #2, Figure 4e. 
28, steel sill #3 
29, steel sill #4 
 
These sills ae very similar in form, but differ very 
slightly in dimensions, from an example from the 
Cyfarthfa Coke Works (Young 2014a, Cat. #225). The 
differences essentially being that the present material 
is fashioned to be able to take flat-bottomed rail with a 
slightly wider base. The Cyfarthfa examples are likely 
to date from between 1880 and 1920. 

Wrought iron bridge rail 

30, bridge rail #1, Figure 4f. 
 
Bridge rail was employed in the Dowlais area for the 
Cwmbargoed Coal Road (c. 1840). No design 
drawings of the rail are known to exist, but the rail is 
illustrated on drawings of rolling-stock (GRO 
DP/P/1/129) and for the Cwmbargoed incline (GRO 
DP/P/1/260). These drawings suggest that the rail was 
145-150mm wide at the base, 75mm tall and with a 
running surface c.65-70mm wide. These 
measurements are very similar to the observed 
140mm wide, 67mm running surface and 90mm tall of 
the present example (Cat. No. 30). It I not known 

whether the slightly later (c. 1848) Gwrhid Railway (the 
southern extension to the Cwmbargoed Coal Road) 
and the Pant y Wain Railway (the equivalent to the 
Cwmbargoed Coal Road but passing around the east 
side of the Dowlais mineral property rather than the 
west) also employed bridge rail. It seems most likely 
that the present example derives from the 
Cwmbargoed Coal Road. 
 
Bridge rail was not recorded from the earlier work on 
Ffos-y-fran (Young 2014c, 2016), but a lightweight 
version, with dimensions approximately 55% of the 
present example, was found at Ynysfach Ironworks 
(Young 2014b Cat. No. 210). 

Flat-bottomed rail 

31, flat-bottomed rail #1 
32, flat-bottomed rail #2 
 
Rails such as these would be compatible with the 
pressed steel sills (see above). These are likely to be 
rails in use at the time of closure of the site. 

Wrought iron bullhead rail 

33, bullhead rail #1 
 
This rail is listed under transport, but further examples 
(see below) occurred mounted in wall plates, probably 
suggesting that they were being used for structural 
bracing. 
 
 

STRUCTURAL 

Mounting plates with bullhead rail 

34, plate with rail #1, Figure 6a. 
35, plate with rail #2, Figure 6b. 
  
These items appear specifically constructed to employ 
the bullhead rail in a structural role. The short length 
supported by the wall plates makes it unlikely that 
these were intended to be load bearing, but they may 
have been intended to brace against compression, 
with the orientation of the five rows of bricks present 
between the plates suggesting that the rail was in a 
vertical orientation. 

Girder 

36, I-beam #1 
 
A single example of an I-beam, with attached wrought 
iron strapping. 

Timber plates and strapping 

37, plate #1 
38, strapping #1, Figure 6e. 
39, strapping #2 
40, strapping #3, Figure 6f. 
41, strapping #4 
 
The timber strapping derives from mounts on the ends 
of approximately 1 foot square timbers. They would 
have bound abutting, perpendicular timbers, almost 
certainly within the headframe. The complex 
attachment box/plate probably also derives from 
headframe, but is of uncertain purpose. 

Wall plates with tie bars 

42, wall plate #1, Figure 6 c-d. 
43, wall plate #2 
44, wall plate #3 
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45, wall plate #4 
46, wall plate #5 
47, small wall plate  
48, single hole plate #1 
49, single hole plate #2 
50, single hole plate #3 
51, single hole plate #4 
52, tie-bar #1 
53, tie-bar #2 
  
These various wall bars and tie-beams would have 
been employed to counter spread between walls, or 
possibly to mount elements of the winding gear. The 
larger plates were attached to each via stout circular 
cross-section bars fastened by cotters and tightened 
with multiple washers. 

Cast sill beams 

54, beam #1 
55, beam #2, Figure 7 a-b. 
56, beam #3 
57, beam #4 
58, beam #5 
59, beam #6 
60, beam #7 
61, beam #8 
 
These very large cast beams resemble examples 
recorded from the earlier part of the Ffos-y-fran project. 
Unfortunately, the earlier examples (Young 2016, Cat. 
Nos 5-8) had lost their context information by the time 
of recording. The new examples differ in having a 
rectangular ‘foot’ on the underside of each end of an 
approximately rectangular-section beam, rather than 
having a simple rectangular cuboidal ‘head’ to provide 
a supporting surface at either end of a trapezium-
section prismatic beam. Both sets of beams show 
similar, slightly crude casting and finishing, with clear 
signs of significant shrinkage on the originally upper 
free-surface of the casting (the lower surface in use). 
The two sets of beams are likely to have performed a 
similar load-bearing role, probably within the boiler 
settings. 

Cast iron pipes 

62, pipe #1, Figure 7c. 
63, pipe #2 
64, pipe #3 
65, pipe #4 
66, pipe #5 
67, pipe #6 
68, pipe #7 
69, pipe #8 
70, pipe #9 
71, pipe #10 
72, pipe #11 
73, pipe #12 
74, pipe #13, Figure 7d. 
  
A wide variety of pipe fragments were recovered, with 
a bias towards some large diameter examples. Images 
of the remains show a very large diameter pipe 
passing vertically through the stone structure on the 
northern side of the engine house. The joins in the 
large pipes are mainly hub and spigot, suggesting 
these are low pressure water pipes, rather than high 
pressure water or steam pipes. The location of the 
large diameter pipe raises the possibility that these 
pipes were associated with mine pumping. 
 
Some of the lower-diameter pipes and valves may be 
associated with the supply of water to the boilers, but 
they cannot easily be interpreted in the lack of any 
contextual information. 

Cast iron plates 

75, cast iron plate #1 
76, cast iron plate #2 
77, cast iron plate #3 
78, cast iron plate #4 
79, cast iron plate #5 
80, cast iron plate #6 
81, cast iron plate #7 
82, cast iron plate #8 
83, cast iron plate #9 
84, cast iron plate #10 
85, cast iron plate #11 
86, cast iron plate #12 
87, cast iron plate #13 
88, cast iron plate #14 
89, cast iron plate #15 
  
Cast iron plates were widely used as industrial flooring, 
as well as for other purposes. Images of the boiler 
houses allow attribution of some of the larger plates 
(particularly those of trapezoidal form) to the support of 
the ceiling and to the floors of the stoking areas of the 
boilers. 

Cast iron bars 

90, cast iron bar #1, Figure 7e-f. 
91, cast iron bar #2 
92, cast iron bar #3 
93, cast iron bar #4 
94, cast iron bar #5 
95, cast iron bar #6 
96, cast iron bar #7 
97, cast iron bar #8 
98, cast iron bar #9 
99, cast iron bar #10 
100, cast iron bar #11 
101, cast iron bar #12 
102, cast iron bar #13 
103, cast iron bar #14 
104, cast iron bar #15 
 
These bars are characterised by the presence of 
trapezoidal-sectioned scars on their sides, suggesting 
casting as a group and subsequent fracturing of the 
cross-links to form the individual bars. The bars 
provided no clues as to their use, but given the 
absence of any attempt at neat finishing, they are likely 
to have fulfilled a concealed structural purpose. 
 
 

TOOLS 

 
105, mandrel #1, Figure 8a-b. 

 
This mandrel was similar to the largest members of the 
Group 2 mandrels of Young 2016. Previous finds of 
these large mandrels (Young 2016, Cat. Nos 1116 – 
1123) were mostly from contexts associated with the 
ironstone mines of the Nant-y-bwch area. 
 
 
 
 

Discussion 
 

Historical Background  
 
The history of the Pen-y-waun Pit is very poorly known. 
The site lies in a location which was outside the area 
sub-leased to the Penydarren Ironworks for their 
colliery in the late 18th and early 19th century, and 
within a zone exploited by Dowlais ironworks for iron 
ore. No pit is shown in this area on early (pre-1840s) 
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maps, although a water balance pit, ‘The Blind Balance 
Pit’ is shown only a short distance to the NE. 
 
A note on the progress of the decommissioning of 
Dowlais Company pits prior to the expected non-
renewal of their lease in 1848 (GRO DG/E/8/13) 
states: 
‘Rosser Vein Pit, Soap Vein, Banwain and Fose y 
frane fairly all dismantled and the castings and plates 
melted and a portion only has been retained, all the 
Slopes (?) and Soap, all the others were given up to 
the Penydarren’ 
Banwain also features in the same notes in the lists of 
quantities of plates raised during decommissioning. 
Banwain does not appear amongst the list of steam 
engines at this point. 
 
In the event, the lease was renewed in 1848, but the 
redrawing of the lease boundaries when Penydarren’s 
sublease was converted into a full lease, brought the 
Banwain Pits into the Penydarren holding. It is not 
known whether Penydarren refurbished the pits.  
 
The pits are probably those recorded as the Banwain 
Pits on the 1855 map of the Dowlais Boundaries (GRO 
DG/P 39). 
 
In 1859, Penydarren Ironworks failed and the area 
reverted to being Dowlais property. There are several 
inventories of equipment and notes of production from 
this period, including a list of mine raised, which 
includes ‘Penywaunfawr Engine Pit on Pwllywhead’ 
(GRO D/D G/E8/150). This lists production from the 
Blue Vein, the Red and Yellow and the Rosser Vein – 
the same levels as other Pwllywhead mines, but 
different from those at the No. 7 pit – perhaps 
suggesting that Penywaun mine was working deeper 
levels than the balance pits to the west, in conjunction 
with the older Penydarren pits on the Pwllywhead 
property to the north. The term ‘engine pit’ also 
suggests that by this time the pit was powered and not 
water balance, perhaps also associated with its greater 
depth. 
 
The Banwain pits appear to be linked into a common 
tramway system with the No 7 Pit just to the west, and 
both are labelled ironstone pits on the 1st Edition OS 
and the related 1875 town plan. These maps show two 
separate features in this area – the structure with a 
winding house and boiler and a separate pithead, 
apparently comprising two shafts (or at least two 
cages), with an intermediate structure, some 20m to 
the north. This form that might just suggest a 
converted water-balance pit.  
 
The 1st Revision of the 1st Edition, published in 1900, 
shows a slightly altered footprint to the boiler house 
and the shaft itself is marked as ‘old shaft’. By the 2nd 
revision, published in 1919, the structure appears 
disused and the adjacent Penydarren incline appears 
to mainly a device for hauling waste for dumping. Later 
OS mapping shows a chimney surviving as visible on 
the site as late as the 1960s.  
 
The nature of the overburden that buried the site 
during the 20th century was not recorded, and it 
remains unclear how much, if any, of the metalwork 
assemblage might have been associated with waste 
accumulation on the site after disuse of the pithead. 
 
Taken together, these rather imprecise records 
suggest that an ironstone pit known as Banwain was 
sunk by Dowlais Ironworks in the 1840s, as part of its 
complex of ironstone workings running from Ffos-y-
fran, across Nant-y-bwch, to the area above Waun 

Fawr (Waun Fawr being the SE corner of the original 
Pwll-y-whead Farm, on which the Pen-y-waun fawr 
cottages were constructed). The mine was 
decommissioned as Dowlais works abandoned the 
area to Penydarren with the change of lease in 1848. 
Penydarren Ironworks may have subsequently 
redeveloped the site (as Penywaun Fawr Engine Pit) to 
access their deeper Pwllywhead workings and 
introduced steam-driven winding.  
 
With the failure of Penydarren Ironworks in 1859, 
Dowlais regained control of this section of the mineral 
estate and operated the mine, certainly into the 1870s 
and probably later (as access to the western ironstone 
mines was cut by construction of the railway in the 
later 1870s). Alterations to the boilers may have been 
made as late as the early 1880s (on the basis of the 
changing representation of the boiler house between 
the OS mapping of the 1st Edition and the subsequent 
1st revision), but the mine appears to have been 
abandoned before 1900. The rail lines associated with 
ash removal from the boilers are depicted on OS 
mapping as surviving after all lines to the pithead had 
been removed, leaving a possibility that the engine 
was retained for pumping after mining ceased. 
 
 

The assemblage 
 
Much of the assemblage is likely to have been the 
minor structural fittings of the pithead buildings. Most 
of these pieces are ‘generic’ and so difficult to provide 
a precise context in which they would have been 
employed. Careful examination of photos and scans of 
the buildings may reveal some of these pieces in situ, 
before demolition. 
 
It is noteworthy that the assemblage does not contain 
any components of the winding engine itself, not does 
it contain any significant quantity of material from the 
boilers, despite containing the winding drums and a 
sheave wheel, as well as much of the framing from the 
boiler house and the fireboxes. This presumably 
indicates the degree of post-abandonment salvage. 
 
The 1st Edition OS appears to show a single boiler bay, 
whereas the later OS revisions show evidence for two 
boilers (with their associated rail tracks). Since the 
laser-scans of the boiler bays show a single build with 
apparently identical firebox door frames, then it is likely 
that the recorded boiler house is of a single build, 
dating to between 1872 and 1885 as far as can be 
judged from the OS mapping. 
 
The transport fragments include both plateway plates 
and possibly a plateway dram fragment. These would 
be compatible with the type of plateway apparently in 
use by Penydarren Ironworks in the 1850s, and may 
have gone on in use underground slightly later. 
 
The edge rail railway materials are what might be 
expected of new-build light narrow gauge industrial 
railways of the second half of the 19th century, with the 
pressed steel sills perhaps suggesting a date into the 
final quarter of the century. This would be compatible 
with the apparent rebuild of the boiler house in the 
1870s or 1880s. that the surviving ash dram is a 
wrought iron construction of a design perhaps more 
likely to have been of the 1850s, may suggest a 
vehicle surviving from the earlier construction of the 
Penywaun Fawr Engine Pit (or soon afterwards). 
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Further work 
 
The metalwork assemblage requires little further 
investigation. Selected smaller items have been 
retained at the Washery so that they may form part of 
the deposited physical archive. The larger components 
of the assemblage (with the exception of the dram) 
have not been retained, because of the storage 
problems that would be associated with their retention 
and because significant damage to the more 
interesting pieces has reduced their potential for 
display items. 
 
The retained items from both this and previous phases 
of work require more appropriate storage (through 
identification of a receiving institution and deposition 
therewith) before further degradation occurs. 
 
In the case of the drams, this very significant 
assemblage is degrading badly. Deposition with a 
museum of either whole drams (ideally) or of a 
representative selection of dram components (bushes, 
wheels, axles etc.) should be a matter of urgent 
priority. 
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1:  
Sheave wheel, Cat. No. 1. 
 
 
Figure 2:  
a-c: winding drum #1, Cat. No 2. 
d: winding drum #2, Cat. No. 3. 
e: drive shaft, Cat. No. 4. 
f: possible bearing mount, Cat. No. 5. 
 
 
Figure 3:  
a: firebox/boiler support #1, Cat. No. 6. 
b: firebox/boiler support #2, Cat. No. 7. 
c: firebox/boiler support #3, Cat. No. 8. 
d: firebox/boiler support #4, Cat. No. 9. 
e: firebox/boiler support #5, Cat. No. 10. 
f: grating #1, Cat. No. 11. 
 
 
Figure 4:  
a-d: dram, Cat. No. 18 
e: pressed steel sills for flat bottomed rail, Cat. Nos 26 
and 27. 
f: wrought iron bridge rail, Cat. No. 30 
 
 
Figure 5: reconstruction drawings of the dram classes 
identified by Young (2016) for Types 1 to 8 and of the 
new Type 9 dram (Cat. No. 18) from this study 
(bottom). 
 
 
Figure 6: 
a: mounting plate with rail #1, Cat. No. 34. 
b: mounting plate with rail #2, Cat. No. 35. 
c-d: wall plate with tie bars #1, Cat. No. 42 
e: timber strapping #1, Cat. No. 38 
f: timber strapping #2, Cat. No. 39 
 
 
Figure 7: 
a-b: cast beam #2, Cat. No. 55 
c: cast iron pipe #1, Cat. No. 62 
d: cast iron pipe/valve #13, Cat. No. 74 
e-f: cast iron bar #1, Cat. No. 90 
 
 
Figure 8: 
a-b: mandrel, Cat. No. 105 
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Table 1: summary catalogue.  
  

WINDING 
 

   
 

Winding gear 
 

1 Sheave wheel Sheave wheel, almost all present, but broken and deformed. Axle 1540mm overall length. Central wheel nave 510mm thick, supported on 130mm 
square section either side, 185mm long one side, 490mm the other, then actual articulating surface 140mm long and 100mm diameter, terminated by 
135mm diameter section 30mm thick. Nave formed of two sections, with internal bolted flanges, central groove and external raised section bearing 
attachments for spokes. Groove 525mm in diameter, 100mm wide, 80mm flat surface then 32mm wide hoop over spoke bases. Thirteen spokes on 
either side, each 34mm diameter and 1220mm long. Spokes attached to rim via bosses 60mm tall and 65mm diameter. The rim is almost ‘V’-shaped 
in internal section, but more ‘U’-shaped externally. Rim 135-140mm tall, 160mm external width, walls 12mm thick near rim, 15 near base of side and 
25-30mm in trough. Fractured rim fragments show many casting flaws and large voids. 

2 Winding drum #1 Wheel 1840mm o/d at rim, 1440mm at winding surface; winding surface 610mm wide; one rim is 200mm tall, 40mm wide at base, narrowing to 35mm 
wide 35mm in from acute outer margin; the other rim has out-turned braking surface, total width 235mm, on flange 35mm thick; bears 26 turns of 
25mm (1 inch) iron/steel rope; drum supported by spoked 'axle' with spokes 120mm towards centre and 115mm at outer edges; each spoke bears 
internal rib rising towards axle, 30mm wide at axle widening abruptly into head 80mm wide internally and 135mm long; these heads rest between 
blocks on the rim with external width at rim of 340mm; the spokes key into the spaces on the rim with wooden plates; axle area is 380mm diameter, 
narrowing to 170mm externally and between the faces; the axle on the brake side shows a 15-20mm key on one side. Calculation suggests there is 
120m of rope on drum. 

3 Winding drum #2 As drum #1. slightly more cable remaining, totalling 4.5 complete layers (125mm thick). Calculation suggests there is 467m of rope on drum.    
 

Mechanical components from winder? 

4 drive shaft 2680mm total length; divided into six sections: the first is 415mm long, 380mm diameter, with four raised teeth, each 40mm high and 55mm wide, and 
is divided from the second by a narrow collar of slightly lesser diameter, 50mm wide; the second section is 780mm long and is of 340mm diameter; 
the third expands to 380mm diameter and is 410mm long, again with teeth as on first section; fourth is like second, 340mm diameter and smooth but 
just 510mm long; the fifth is identical to the third; the sixth narrows again, but is fractured after just 60mm. 

5 bearing mount? mount baseplate 1180mm long, by 405mm wide, mostly 50mm thick , but has three basal ribs 118mm wide and 15mm high at ends and centrally; the 
baseplate bears four mounting holes centred on 80mm from the long faces and 120mm from the short faces; the central mount is supported by a web 
rising from a ridge at either end; webs support semi-circular vertical components, 260mm across, with additional vertical bars and cross-member 
giving H-like shape; space for bearing, or whatever the mount supported, is 260mm long by 303mm wide and 360mm deep. 

   
 

BOILER 
 

   
 

Firebox supports 
 

6 firebox/boiler support #1 baseplate 2380mm long, 310mm wide and 45mm thick; bears 37mm flange that rises to 205mm centrally in an even arc from lower face; The two 
rising sections are placed flush with one side of the base 1210mm apart; they are 865mm tall, 355mm wide at base; with a hook-shaped raised 
margin, filled with poorly-preserved brickwork; inner edge 700mm (lower) above base. Similar to No. 5 but larger. 
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7 firebox/boiler support #2 baseplate 2360mm long, 370mm wide and 55mm thick; bears 37mm flange that rises from 50mm  to 150mm centrally in an even arc; base bears 
rounded ridges 10mm high at 350-440mm from the ends; the two rising sections are placed symmetrically on the base 1205mm apart at 210-590mm 
from the ends (i.e. 380mm wide); they are 830mm tall, with a hook-shaped raised margin, 650mm vertically on outer side (560mm internally), then 
angled in at c. 45°, slight kink at 680mm above base internally, then flat topped at 750mm from base, before dropping to inner cut off 670mm (lower) 
to 690mm (outer) above base. 

8 firebox/boiler support #3 baseplate 1970mm long, 310mm wide and 55mm thick; bears 50mm flange that rises from 50mm to 150mm centrally in an even arc; the two rising 
sections are placed flush with the faces of the plate on the base 1205mm apart at 210-590mm from the ends (i.e. 380mm wide); they are 740mm tall, 
with a hook-shaped raised margin, 550mm vertically on outer side, then angled in at c. 45° to apex, then dropping to inner cut off 620mm (lower) to 
675mm (outer) above base. 

9 firebox/boiler support #4 baseplate 2410mm long, 470mm wide and 55mm thick; bears no lower flange, but has a continuous web 240mm high connecting two rising sections 
and external webs supporting risers 420mm tall and 150mm wide and 40mm thick; the two rising sections are placed flush with one side of the base 
and 290mm deep, 1190mm apart; they are 1130mm tall, 370mm wide at base; with a hook-shaped raised margin 50mm thick, filled with poorly-
preserved brickwork; inner edge 700mm (lower) above base; has an attached length of wrought iron 1375-1450mm from one end, with two holes, that 
is folded around onto concealed face. 

10 firebox/boiler support #5 stoutest of all of these supports; baseplate 2040mm long, 455mm wide and 70mm thick; bears lower flange thicken to 160mm in centre and is 70mm 
on edges, and has a continuous web 200mm high (but possibly corroded) connecting two rising sections and external webs supporting risers to full 
height and 150mm wide and 40mm thick; the two rising sections are placed flush with one side of the base and 280mm deep at the top, but 500mm 
above the base they expand to the full 455mm, 1190mm apart; they are 1110mm tall, 275mm wide at base; with a hook-shaped raised margin 55mm 
thick, filled with poorly-preserved brickwork; inner edge 830mm (lower) above base; inner edge eroded back 110mm each side above level of central 
flange.    

 
Cast iron supporting gratings/frames 

11 grating #1 This example is symmetrical so probably complete; 2265mm long, 685mm wide and 180mm deep; no aspects appear perfectly symmetrical; ladder-
shaped, with one side 120mm wide, the other 85mm; protruding ends 240mm long one end, 290mm the other; the lateral elements are 'L'-shaped in 
cross section, as are the margins of the 3 internal holes - they bear ledges at mid-thickness (i.e. 85mm below surface. The lateral margins have 
ledges 55mm wide, the main hole edges have ledges 35mm wide, and the inner sides of the end rungs have ledges 150mm wide. The outer faces of 
the end 'rungs' are planar. the central hole is 330mm long, bounded by 'rungs' 95mm and 120mm wide, outside which are holes 400mm and 420mm 
long, and finally the end 'rungs' 190mm and 180mm wide. 

12 grating fragment #2 fragment of a similar grating, with 400mm hole, 190mm wide divider and fragment of second hole filled with brick 

13 grating fragment #3 fragment of grating, highly corroded with some brick, probably remains of a central (330mm) hole, just one side of piece preserved, 210 and 170mm 
extensions to either side of filled hole fragment. 

14 grating fragment #4 small fragment with 500mm length of one side and a single 100mm flanged divide. 

15 grating fragment #5 fragment with 'H' shape, probably end of grating snapped at the far end of one 400mm hole. One side 120mm wide, the other 90mm. The wide side 
shows 'L' section deformed (?) into hook shape. 

16 grating fragment #6 H'-shaped fragment very similar to #5 

17 grating fragment #7 Fragment with one end (damaged), one 400mm hole and parts of the central hole.   
(minimum of four gratings originally present)    

 
boiler plate 

 

18 boiler plate #1 thin (c.10mm) plate 1330mm x 1050mm with rivet holes spaced 5-60mm at 30mm from the margins. 
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TRANSPORT 

 

   

 Dram  

19 ash/clinker dram A single example of a dram probably used for removing clinker and ash from the boiler fireboxes. Designated as Type 9. A large dram, fitted with 
wheels for edge rails, but otherwise of similar construction to the plateway drams. One end badly damaged and reconstruction uncertain, the other 
end fitted with a door pivoting on an upper wrought iron bar and secured by a bar across its lower part.  

    
Dram spines 

 

20 spine #1 1480mm in length, 82mm x 17mm section, large hole (304-mm diameter) with centre 80mm, from end, smaller holes at 145 and 480mm from tips, 
indicating dram with four cross-members. 

   
 

Wrought iron plateway plates 
 

21 plate #1 c 3.3m length of channel plate, 162mm wide, 75mm deep, 135mm between risers, each 15mm thick, base 20mm thick, symmetrical 

22 plate #2 normal wrought iron plate, 1250mm long, 105mm wide, 15mm thick base and 55mm tall riser 

23 plate #3 normal wrought iron plate, 1730mm long, 120mm wide, 15mm thick base and 80mm tall riser 

24 plate #4 normal wrought iron plate, 1420mm long, 105mm wide, 15mm thick base and 57mm tall riser 
   
 

Re-railing plate 
 

25 re-railing plate #1 Possible cast iron re-railing plate fragment, 104x128mm, with arcuate ridge 45mm wide and 70mm tall across one corner    
 

Pressed steel sills 
 

26 steel sill #1 1160mm x 115mm overall, bar centres at 930mm, steel 7mm thick, folded at edge to 20mm, stamped plate grips 83mm wide, 75-95mm from tip and 
140-190mm from tip, leaving bar c. 43mm wide 

27 steel sill #2 deformed example, as no. 26 

28 steel sill #3 deformed example, as no. 26 

29 steel sill #4 deformed example, as no. 26    
 

Wrought iron bridge rail 
 

30 bridge rail #1 1750mm long, with one fractured end; 140mm wide, 67mm wide running surface, 30mm thick below, 8mm thick on vertical sides, 90mm tall overall    
 

flat-bottomed rail 
 

31 flat-bottomed rail #1 105mm wide base, 120mm tall, with 65mm wide rounded head, 2060mm long; too corroded for much detail 

32 flat-bottomed rail #2 100mm wide base, 130mm tall, 40mm tall head and 70mm tall dished sides; 2130mm long    
 

wrought iron bullhead rail 
 

33 bullhead rail #1 light bullhead rail in wrought iron, 70mm wide base, 75mm tall, head 35mm wide, survives to 4.8m long 
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wall plate (?) with bullhead rail 

34 plate with rail #1 cast iron plate, 610mm x 610mm x 40mm, fastened by four bolts passed from rear; bolts have 52mm square heads 30mm tick, shanks 25mm square 
to match square holes in plate; head to washers 590mm, total bolt length 665mm; secured with three 62/30 x 5mm washers and 40mm a/f hex nuts; 
bullhead rail is 70mm wide, 150mm tall, base 20mm thick, head 55mm thick at centre and 40mm thick at edges; 550mm remnant of rail remaining, 
rests in 190mm tall box above baseplate, supported with lateral webs either side of base and head of rail, as well as passing down from both base and 
head of the rail. Rear plate same dimension as front plate, but plain. 

35 plate with rail #2 an identical pair of plates, still with brickwork attached, and with 1500mm rail protruding 
   
 

girder 
 

36 I-beam #1 3.9m long I-beam, 330mm tall and 190mm wide; one end has 750mm of wrought iron strapping rivetted, protrudes 200mm and carries two heavily 
corroded bolts. 

   
 

timber plates and strapping 
 

37 plate #1 complex cast iron union, with open side, 360mm wide (420mm overall, with 30mm sides) and 305mm deep (335mm overall); box has oblique end 
350mm on one side and 370mm the other; beyond box a flange extends 500mm, supported by a triangular plate on one side; the plate has a 100mm 
hole The box has 3 large bolts passing through its floor, presumably to secure a timber. 

38 strapping #1 timber strapping, formed by pair of bat-shaped bars 1590mm long and 102mm wide and 23mm thick, with terminal 40mm diameter rods passing 
through looped cross-bar, and secured by 80mm o/d washers and 65mm square nuts; crossbar is 440 long, 85mm wide and 20mm thick with rounded 
ends; and also by four 440mm long bolts, with 48mm square heads 18mm thick, 25mm diameter shaft, threaded for last 90mm with 3mm pitch and 
secured 47mm a/f hex nuts; nuts to head gap was 370-390mm (ie c.330 between lateral plates ) 

39 strapping #2 as no. 37, but larger, 1670mm overall length, 300mm thick timber, ‘bats’ 105mm wide with just three 30mm diameter holes; bolts have 50mm square 
and 20mm thick heads, 25mm shafts and 47mm a/f hex nuts 

40 strapping #3 as no. 37, but 1420mm long, timber 310mm thick 

41 strapping #4 as no 38, wood 325mm thick    
 

wall plates with tie bars 
 

42 wall plate #1 1480mm x 920mm base plate with two 90mm square holes (with rounded corners) 190-270mm from margin, carrying 62mm diameter bar, pointed, 
secured by four 110mm o/d washers and a 210mm x 110mm flat cotter plate, 110mm from tip; each hole has 40mm wide, 40mm tall raised collar, 
supported by webs 40mm wide from sides and edge; webs to long sides decrease to zero, webs to shorted sides 30mm tall at margin; holes also 
linked by web; ribbed face of plate is mortared; rods preserve for 2.5m; flat face also bears mortar close to margins. 

43 wall plate #2 as no. 42, differing in details of washers and cotters 

44 wall plate #3 as no. 42, differing in details of washers and cotters 

45 wall plate #4 as no. 42, differing in details of washers and cotters 

46 wall plate #5 as no. 42, differing in details of washers and cotters 

47 small wall plate  single simple plain plate; 910mm x 610mm and 50mm thick, with fractured casting join asymmetrically on both ends; carries 37mm rod, with 47x12mm 
cotter slot 50-100mm from pointed end. End of bar carries 140mm of fractured casting and 65mm a/f hex nut. Likely gap bridged between castings 
was 1.5m. 
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48 single hole plate #1 single hole version of double holed plates nos 41-45; 1000mm x 880mm x 35mm thick plate, with asymmetrically placed 85x80mm hole430mm from 
long side and 390mm from one short side., ribs rise to collar around hole from each side 

49 single hole plate #2 as no. 48 

50 single hole plate #3 as no. 48 

51 single hole plate #4 as no. 48, but has preserved rod, 60mm diameter, with 190mm square washer and 100mm round washer and cotter plate 110-210 from pointed end. 

52 tie-bar #1 36mm square bar with 70mm square head on one end. The other end is rounded with a square nut and washer on less than 90mm of threaded rod. 
The bar is 3.85m long overall. 

53 tie-bar #2 a short length of bar similar to no. 52    
 

cast beams 
 

54 beam #1 2100mm long, 100mm wide, 170mm tall; pads 160mm long and 200mm wide 

55 beam #2 2250mm long, 120mm wide, 160mm tall; pads 225mm long and 220mm wide, lots of shrinkage in top 

56 beam #3 >810mm long, 100mm wide, 160mm tall; pads 160mm long and 200mm wide 

57 beam #4 2240mm long, 120mm wide, 145mm tall; pads 220mm long and 200mm wide (30mm thick) 

58 beam #5 2160mm long, 110mm wide, 160mm tall; pads 160mm long and 240mm wide (30mm thick) 

59 beam #6 >980mm long, 100mm wide, 170mm tall; pads 160mm long and 210mm wide 

60 beam #7 >830mm long, 130mm wide, 150mm tall; pads 230mm long and 200mm wide 

61 beam #8 >1300mm long, 100mm wide, 160mm tall; pads 170mm long and 200mm wide, very porous top    
 

cast iron pipes 
 

62 pipe #1 o/d 390mm; 17mm wall, 2900m seen including probable simple overlap join 

63 pipe #2 o/d 200mm, other details not visible 

64 pipe #3 buried valve or 'T' junction; side inlet has flange join, 105mm i/d 250mm o/d with four square bolt holes. 

65 pipe #4 2700mm long; 190mm o/d, 148mm i/d 

66 pipe #5 c.2000mm, 140mm o/d 

67 pipe #6 1580mm long, 190mm o/d, 147mm i/d, flange join with six bolts with 40mm a/f hex nuts and heads 

68 pipe #7 heavily accreted pipe, 1600mm long in three sections with bolted and flanged joins, probably stepping down; narrow end 165mm o/d, 120mm i/d 

69 pipe #8 2700mm long, c300mm o/d with simple step collar to 375mm o/d in two steps 

70 pipe #9 as no. 69, 1700mm long 

71 pipe #10 as no. 69, 1400mm long, but shows no joins 

72 pipe #11 as no. 70, 1250mm long 

73 pipe #12 possibly complete pipe, 2870mm long, 280mm o/d and 240mm i/d, stepping out in two stages to 370mm o/d collared join; widest flange 30mm long, 
stepping down to intermediate 40-110mm from end and then down to main pipe at 130mm from end 

74 pipe #13 115mm o/d with join and probable valve; 1050mm long overall, 120mm diameter side branch, sealed by 200mm o/d bolted flange, all with square-
headed bolts    
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cast iron plates 

 

75 cast iron plate #1 rectangular, 980mm x >1150mm x 18mm 

76 cast iron plate #2 rectangular, 1840mm x 2350mm x 28mm 

77 cast iron plate #3 rectangular, 1820mm x 1250mm x 30mm 

78 cast iron plate #4 rectangular, 1820mm x >1270mm x 32mm 

79 cast iron plate #5 irregular, >1000mm x >1300mm  

80 cast iron plate #6 900mm x >600mm 

81 cast iron plate #7 trapezoidal, 2380/1890 x 1630 x 32mm 

82 cast iron plate #8 910mm x 1820mm x 32mm 

83 cast iron plate #9 910mm x >800mm 

84 cast iron plate #10 trapezoidal, >2250/>1990 x 880, plate 45mm thick, with straight rib 55mm wide and 65mm tall approximately along centre line 

85 cast iron plate #11 as no. 82, but just 600mm long fragment, with 90mm wide, 47mm tall central rib 

86 cast iron plate #12 fragment, >1320mm x >800mm x 40mm 

87 cast iron plate #13 910mm x 1600mm x40mm 

88 cast iron plate #14 3200mm x 2300mm x 40mm 

89 cast iron plate #15 trapezoidal 2550/2150mm x 880mm x 50mm, has central arched rib, with some bricks still attached    
 

cast iron bars 
 

90 cast iron bar #1 1700mm long, 67mm x 80mm section; tall side has three tapering raised areas, tapering from 40mm to 25mm and raised 15mm, spaced at 510mm, 
starting 410mm from what appears to be an original end 

91 cast iron bar #2 similar to no. 89; 1500mm long, 60mm x 80mm section; two wedge shaped raised areas 200mm and 750mm from one end of fragment 

92 cast iron bar #3 1200mm surviving length, wedge-shaped raised areas at 430mm and 970mm from good end; 55mm x 80mm section 

93 cast iron bar #4 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

94 cast iron bar #5 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

95 cast iron bar #6 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

96 cast iron bar #7 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

97 cast iron bar #8 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

98 cast iron bar #9 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

99 cast iron bar #10 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

100 cast iron bar #11 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

101 cast iron bar #12 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

102 cast iron bar #13 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

103 cast iron bar #14 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92 

104 cast iron bar #15 poorly-preserved fragment of bar similar to nos. 90-92    
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tools 

 

105 mandrel #1 slightly incomplete; half-length is 270mm; eye upper face 95mm x 32mm, cheeks 50mm deep; bar 28mm at base of spike; similar to largest members 
of Group 2 mandrels of Young 2016. 
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